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CRISPR/Cas surveillance system 

1. Adaptation: Creation of 
a genetic memory of  
past phage infections.  

3. Site specific targeting of 
phage nucleic acids  
via effector proteins 

2. Processing: Production 
of mature CRISPR RNAs 
(crRNAs) from CRISPR 
arrays 



What is CRISPR-Cas9? 

Source https://www.nature.com/collections/txhdfslxzh/videos 



1/ CRISPR highly diverse family of anti phage 
defence systems  

Anti-viral defence systems are highly diverse: 50 described + 
33 subtype CRISPR systems 

Hajizadeh-Dastjerdi et al. Biodrugs (in Press) Alexander McKay 

There are no perfect CRISPR system but could be 
optimised for specific applications 



2/ Off target effects are not such a concern 

There are few off 
Target effects: Off 
targets sequences 
similar to the target 

DNA 
Lyer et al. Plos Genetics 14(7):e1007503  

OFF target effects are predictible 
using machine learning 

Cas9 enzyme have 
been optimised to 
reduce off targets 



3/ Mosaicism and On target effects are 
largely undetected 

Nikki Ross, Huiming Yang 

Ayabe et al. J Reproduction and Dev 2019 65(1): 1-5 

Difficult to control the delivery of CRISPR reagent during early development 

Once the cut in the DNA is generated => Difficult to control its repair 



4/ The CRISPR field has this constant cycle of 
discoveries – obstacles - resolution 



5/ Overcome obstacles: Example on p53 response 



6/ first clinical trials seems to show safety 
of the approach 

Efficiency in editing start from 18% down to ~ 5% 
 

WGS no detectable off target effects. Despite high 
coverage (1000x), be cautious as the number of edited 

cells were low 



7/ Naivety of the approach has driven the Human Germline 
editing efforts From He and Rebrikov  

Sean Ryder, UMASS 



In conclusion : 

While a lot was discussed on the fact that the CRISPR 
technology is not ready to ensure safety, there are/will be 

improvement and the use of CRISPR technology for clinical 
applications or food production 

 
 

The CRISPR field is fast moving and this shouldn’t be 
underestimated 

Where the field is going:  
Avoid double stranded break of the DNA 

Improving the technology and exploring the diversity of 
CRISPR 
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